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Followmg Woodall the binding number of a graph G, bind(G), IS the mmlmum value of 
Ir&X)]/]Xl taken over all sets XC V(G) such that X+0 and f&Y)# V(G). We show that, for 
a Halin graph H with n vertices, bind(H) =(IP - l)/(n - 3) or (n + I)/@ - 1) and give a linear-time 
algonthm which recognizes when bind(H) is the first and the second value. 
1. Introduction 
Woodall [9] introduced the concept of the binding number of a graph G and 
proved some upper bounds for it. The main theorem in [9] is a sufficient condition 
for the existence of a Hamilton cycle in terms of the binding number. It seems to 
be difficult to determine the binding number of arbitrary graphs, so many authors 
restrict their consideration to some classes of graphs, see [4,5,93 for example. 
In this paper we determine the binding number of Halin graphs. Halin graphs 
were introduced by Halin in [2] as examples of minimally 3-connected grai;t: and 
studied in [ 1,2,5-81. 
2. Basic terminology 
We consider only finite simple graphs. If G = (V(G), E(G)) is a graph and 
XE V(G), then TG(x)=(y: _YEV(G) and (yy) EE(G)). lf XE V(G), we write 
C?(X) = U*=X TGtd and 
9(G)=(X: B#XCV(G) and fG(X)+V(G)). 
The binding number of a graph G, bind(G), is the minimum value of I&(x)] /Ix] 
taken over all sets X in 9(G), see [9]. A connected graph C is a cycle if every vertex 
of C has degree 2. 
Let T be a plane tree with at least three vertices and with no vertex of degree 2. 
A Halin graph is a plane graph obtained from T by adding a cycle C containing all 
pendant vertices of T. We write also H= TU C. Mote tbat every wheel is a Halin 
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graph. Vertices of H which are pendant vertices of T we call exterior vertices of H 
and others we call interior vertices of H. If H is a Halin graph with at least two 
interior vertices, then we define special subgraphs of H. Let u be an interior vertex 
of H= TU C adjacent o only one interior vertex of H. Let C(o) denote the set of 
all exterior vertices adjacent o O. A fan F(o) with the centre u is the subgraph of 
H induced by (u) UC(o). 
In the next section the following propositions will be applied. 
Proposition 2.1 [9]. If C, is a cycle with nzz 3 vertices, then 
bind(C,,) = 
1, if n is even, 
(n-l)/(n-2), ifn is odd. 
Proposition 2.2 [9]. If G is u graph on n vertices with minimum degree 6(G), then 
bind(G) zz (n - I)/(n - 6(G)). 
3. The binding number of Halin graphs 
Proposition 3.1. If H IS a Halin graph with n vertices, then 
(i) /f”(X) 1 z /Xi+ 1 for every XEB(H). 
(h) if If,(X)/ = 1X1+ 1 for some XEB(H), then Xnf,(X)=B and n is odd. 
Proof. Let H be a Halin graph and let XES(H). Notice that 1x1 _(n-3 because 
minimum degree of H is equal to 3. Since H is connected we can choose a vertex 
y E (V(H)\X) fI J;I(X). The graph G = H- {y) is Hamiltonian because H is 
I-Hamiltonian (see [1,7]). Denote by Co a Hamilton cycle in G. It is obvious that 
XES(C~) and r,,(X)cfo(X)cf”(X). 
We have If&(X)[ r 1x1 by Proposition 2.1. But IfH(X)lz Ifo(X)l+l, so 
Iff,(X)f 2 1x1 + 1 and we have proved part (i). To prove (ii) note first that if n is 
even then Co is an odd cycle and so If&(X)l > 1x1 by Proposition 2.1, whence 
If,(X)l> [Xl+ 1. Now suppose that f,(X)nX#B. it is easy to see that 
I&-,W)l~ 1x1 if &#3nXf@ 
and 
&(X)1 > Ifc,(X)l otherwise. 
In either case, 
v-.HW)I = Ifw,l + 1> 1x1 + 1. 
Thus IfH( # 1x1 + 1. El 
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Proposition 3.2. bind(H) s (n - l)/(n - 3) for every Ha/in graph H with n vertices. 
Proof. For any exterior vertex y of H, the set X= V(H)\T’(y) satisfies 1X1= 
n-3, Ir”(x)l=n--l. 0 
For a graph G and an integer kr 0 we set 
&(G) = {X: XES(G) and I&(X)1 = /Xi+ k). 
Proposition 3.3. If H is a Halin graph with n vertices then 
p-,,(X)l/jXlr(n--l)/(n-3) 
for every X in Sk(H) (kr21 
Proof. The minimum value of ISH( /]A , ior fixed k is (at least) (n - 1 )I’ 
(n-I-k)z(n-1)&z-3). 0 
Proposition 3.4. If H is a Halin graph with n vertices and XE~‘(H), then 
IMX)l/IXl<(n-lV(n-3) 
if and only if 
1x1 = +(n - l), IrH(X>j = +(n + 1) and V(H) = XU r,(X). 
Proof. From Proposition 3-l@), n is odd and /X/S +(n - 1). But the hypothesized 
inequality is equivalent o 1x1 >+(n -3). Thus 1x1 =+(n - l), and the final state- 
ment follows from Proposition 3.l(ii). R 
It is easy to verify that the binding numbers of the Hahn graphs HI and Hz below 
are equal to (n - l)/(n - 3) (n = 69 respectively) while that of Hs is (n + 1)&z - 1) < 
(n-l)/(n-3) (n=7) and is realized by X=(x,.x2,x,) (see Fig. 1). 
Theorem 3.5. Let H be a Halin graph with n vertices, then 
Fag. 1. 
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(n - l)/(n - 3), rf n is even, 
bind(H) = 
(n+l)/(n- I), if n is odd and H IS a wheel, 
(n-l)/(n-3) 
or (n f l)/(n - 1), rf n is odd and H is not a wheel. 
Proof. If n is even, then Propositions 3.l(ii), 3.2 and 3.3 ensure that bind(H)= 
(n - l)/(n - 3). 
Assume now that n is odd. If H= TU C is a wheel and u I,...,u,_l and vertices 
of Csuch that (u,,o,+,} EE(C), i=l,..., n -2, then the set X= (u,: i is even} satis- 
fies the condition: XES’(H) and 1x1 =+(n-1). Hence 
bind(H) = Ir,(X)j/jXl = (1x1 -t 1)/(X1 = (n+ l)/(n- 1) 
by Proposition 3.4. If H is not a wheeI, then bind(H) = (n + l)/(n - 1) if there exists 
XES’(H) with 1x1 = +(n - 1), by Proposition 3.4, and bind(H) = (n - l)/(n - 3) if 
there is no such X, by Proposition 3.2. 0 
For a full answer on binding number of Halin graphs we give an algorithm deter- 
mining when bind(H) = (n - l)/(n - 3) or bind(H) = (n + l)/(n - 1) for every Halin 
graph H with odd number n of verttces which is not a wheel. 
Proposition 3.6. Let H be a Halin graph wrth n vertices and let bind(H) = 
(n-t I)/(n - 1). Then for every XE~(H) such that bind(H) = II”‘(X)l/IX] we have 
(1) If u and v are two adJacent interior vertices of H, then u E X or v E X. 
(ii) If F(u) IS a fan in H with IV(F(o))lr4, then vex. 
Proof. If either statement fails to hold, then by contracting an edge with both ver- 
tices belonging to X we can get a smaller Halin graph in which IrH(X)l = 1x1, 
contrary to Theorem 3.5. El 
Algorithm. To find the binding number of a Hahn graph H, different from a wheel, 
with an odd number n of vertices. Let C denote the cycle of exterior vertices of H 
and 7denote the tree formed by the interior vertices of H (not including the vertices 
of C). Let 
F= (VET: o is the centre of a fan and deg,(,z4). 
begin 
Determine the unique 2-colouring of T; call the colours red and blue. 
if Fcontains vertices of both colours, then 
bind(H) = (n - l)/(n - 3); exit. 
if F#0, then 
interchange colours if necessary so that the vertices in Fare blue, 
and set COUNT = 0; 
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else set COUNT= 1; 
+ Label the red vertices of TX and the blue vertices Y. Label Y any 
vertex of C that is adjacent o a vertex of T labeled X. The re- 
maining vertices of C belong to paths that are separated by vertices 
of C labeled Y. Label the vertices alternately X and Y along each 
such path, starting with an end vertex and labeling it X. 
if there are now Ji(n - 1) vertices labeled X and +(n + 1) vertices 
labeled Y, then 
bind(H) = (n + l)/(n - 1); exit. 
else if COUNT = 1 then 
interchange the colours red and blue on T, set COUNT = 0 and 
go back to *; 
else bind(H) = (n - l)/(n - 3); exit. 
end. 
The correctness of this algorithm follows from the proved facts. 
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